
Do you really know how to 
Listen? ... Dialogue?... Communicate? 

 
Build your listening and communication skills! And test those skills in a FREE 

combined workshop and dialogue at the CSDF General Membership Meeting -
 FREE and open to the public! 

  
Friday, March 16, 2012 

1-3PM 
Slocum Commons, Colorado College 

First Flr., SW wing, Slocum Hall - 130 E. Cache La Poudre 
RSVP: info@cospdiversityforum.org 

  
Agenda 

• Introductions: Gary Peacock, CSDF Chair 
• 1-2:30PM Interactive Listening and Communications Workshop  
• presented by Michelle Campbell 
• 2:30-3PM Facilitated dialogue on "Where do we cross the line in the name of artistic 

license or free speech?" 
Description 
It happens every day in the minefield of our personal and professional relationships: someone 
has just hurt and offended another person about a sensitive topic. It's uncomfortable to be either 
person when this occurs, and defensiveness or resentment can get in the way of clearing the air. 
We all know how to talk, but when we know how to truly listen, that's when communication can 
take place. Michele Campbell, executive director of Temple Shalom, will facilitate this workshop 
on listening and respectful dialogue.  
 
This will be followed by a lively open discussion on artistic license and hate speech. When is 
it okay for a performer or writer to use the "n-bomb," or is it never acceptable? What's 
appropriate in a book reading or a play or historical re-enactment? Works of art commonly hold a 
mirror to society and reflect what is there. If racism, sexism, religious bias, homophobia, and 
other prejudices are reflected - or perhaps are being deliberately highlighted by the artist - is it 
right to use the words and images of hate, or does that make the artist guilty of hate speech too?  

   
Michele Campbell  
Executive Director, Temple Shalom, Michele is a former hospital 
executive who ran a management consulting company for many 
years, specializing in communication, high performance teams and 
leadership development. She earned a B.A. from Yale University in 
organizational development and an M.S. from Harvard University in 
management. 
  
Michele is originally from New York, lived in Seattle for many years 
where she built a 
volunteer community and moved to Colorado Springs in 2009. She 
recently became a guest lecturer at Colorado College, leading 
workshops for students in leadership programs.  
Michele has two children, Lauren and Ian. Her daughter is a medical 
student at the University of Washington and her son is a student at 
Carnegie Mellon University. 
	  


